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We look forward
to welcoming 15
international
teachers:

Dear colleagues of Classic and Traditional Chinese Medicine.

Sign up for the congress now and get a reduction of the
price
In April you can sign up for the congress and benefit from a price reduction on the 3 main
congress days. This is not aprils fool!
Open the link and sign up here: http://www.tcm-kongres.dk/registration.php

Anette Koppang
Norway

If you sign up for the congress before the 1st May you will get a reduction of 200.00 DKK
on the three main congress days Friday, Saturday and Sunday! Students get a discount on
the Thursday workshop – where you can participate in practical teaching.

Watch the introduction of the congress teachers 2009
If you wish to know more about the congress teachers and find inspiration, please watch
the following AV Recoring film by opening the link at the website page:

Arya Nielsen
USA

http://www.tcm-kongres.dk/speakers.htm

Congress interviews
We have spoken with some of the people who have signed up for the congress in
September:
Nigel Ching, author and teacher, Association of Acupuncture Practitioners (PA)
The Scandinavian TCM congress offers teaching on a high international level. You get to
meet some of the strongest names of TCM in the world. Furthermore, you meet fellow
practitioners and experience a collegial togetherness. And you find inspiration and
knowledge on the highest possible level.
Teaching on a high international level
What are you looking forward to – how do you expect to benefit from the congress?
The Scandinavian TCM Congress is a great opportunity to get teaching at a level which I
cannot get everywhere. And it is also an opportunity to meet some of the greatest names
of TCM in the world. People that you do not meet everyday. The standard of teaching at
the congress is very high.
Mona Nygaard, Norwegian Acupuncture Association (NAFO)
I look forward to networking in a beautiful part of the world, and at the same time get
valuable information to bring home to the clinic. For me it is important that the knowledge
is on the highest possible level.

Barbara
Kirschbaum
Germany

Dominique
Hertzer
Germany

The practical workshops give you something to bring home in your clinic
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What do you look forward to most at the congress?
I look very much forward to the practical workshop. I have signed up for workshop in
tongue diagnosis with Barbara Kirschbaum. After reading her books I look forward to
meeting her in person. But this goes also for the other teachers. Meeting these people who
are on the top list of the TCM teachers in the world will be very exciting.
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Elisa Rossi
Italy

Cecilie Brewer, president, Norwegian Acupuncture Association (NAFO)
It is important to join the international TCM group and be a part of a bigger picture. By
being a big, strong group we can set the rules for the future. At the same time you lift your
knowledge as a practitioner to a higher level. We must get to know each other across
borders in order to act as a group and be stronger together.
The Scandinavian TCM Congress is part of a bigger picture
What does networking mean to you?
Networking is everything to me. And it is extremely important that we get to know each
other across borders in Scandinavia, but also in the rest of the world. TCM will be more
and more integrated in the western medicine, and it is vital that we know exactly what we
stand for as a group, and that we act as a group. When you have met someone in person
– a fellow practitioner or a teacher on international level – it is much easer to connect
afterwards.

Elisabeth Rochat
de la Vallée
France

Read more of the interviews:
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=134552710696

Congress Newsletter

Hamid Montakab
Switzerland

Below find the lucky people who have won congress gifts by joining the congress
newsletter. Congratulations to:
Ulla Birkemann, DK
A Face Reading by Lillian Pearl Bridges at the congress.
Petra Kostamo, FI
Postcards of the area by our congress photografer Trine Mikkelsen.

Heiner Fruehauf
USA

In connection with the next newsletter, we randomly pick two more lucky people to receive
one of the following gifts:
- A gift box from Acupunctureshop (meet them at congress exhibition).
- The book: "Combining Western Herbs and Chinese Medicine" by Jeremy Ross given by
Athneum Bookshop (meet them at the congress exhibition).
Tip your friends and colleagues to join the congress newsletter!
Jeffrey C. Yuen
USA

Congress Photographer
Once again our congress photographer, Trine Mikkelsen, will be ready with her carmera
to catch the extraordinary moments at the congress this year - watch the photoes from the
first congress here: http://www.tcm-kongres.dk/gallery.htm

The Scandinavian Congress is now on Facebook

Lillian Pearl
Bridges
USA

Join the Scandinavian Congress group on Facebook “Scandinavian TCM Congress in
Denmark” and get in touch with Chinese Medicine friends worldwide. The group offers you a
place to share and find inspiration from people, whom you may meet later at the congress!
Check out the details: http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=134552710696

We look forward to greeting you at the 2nd
Scandinavian TCM Congress in Denmark - where good
spirits meet.

Lorie Eve Dechar
USA
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Best regards,
TCM Lectures

Peter Firebrace
England

Marian Nielsen Joos
Director
Homepage: www.tcm-kongres.dk
Email: info@tcm-kongres.dk
Homepage: www.tcm-lectures.com
DK-Phone: (+45) 21 84 30 00

Peter Mole
England

www.tcm-kongres.dk
Stephen Birch
Holland

Yair Maimon
Israel
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